Finite time existence and uniqueness of solutiolllS of the evolution equations of minimally coupled Yang-Mills and Dirac system are proJed for inhomogeneous boundary conditions. A characterization of the space of solutions lof minimally coupled Yang-Mills and Dirac equations is obtained in terms of the boundary dataand the Cauchy data satisfying. the constraint equation. The proof is based on~special gauge fixing and a singular perturbation result for the existence of continuous sJmigroups.
Introduction
Minimally interaeting Yang-Mills and Dirae filelds with homogeneous bag boundary eonditions have been studied in [1] and [2] . In this p~per we extend the results on the finite time existenee and uniqueness of solutions for inhotnogeneous boundary data. In this way we get a eomplete deseription of solutions of the evdlution equations for minimally eoupled Yang-Mills and Dirae fields in bounded domains. I We eonsider the Yang-Mills system with a eompaet strueture group G on a spatially bounded region IR x M of the spaee-time, where iM is a eontraetible bounded domain in The strategy for investigating the system (1.3)1 through (1.6) is as follows. Observing that the scalar potential A°is not fixed by the eqfations, we ean eliminate it by means of an appropriate gauge fixing. Then we study the evolution equations in the spaee of the Cauehy data
where Hk (iVI, V) is the Sobolev spaee of fields (eit~er O)-valued vector fields or VG-valued spinors) which are square integrable together with their derivatives up to order k, [3] .
Finally weshow that the constraint (1.6) is preserJed under the classieal evolution.
(1 For the scalar potential A°the following gauge fixing can be established :
as the unique solution of the Neumann problem
Here n denotes the normal component on the boundary 8M. 
ii) for all t E (-T, T) the scalar potential AO, determined from AO by (1.9), satisfies the gauge condition ßAo = -div E, n(gradAO) = -nE and IM AO 
Moreover (A(t), E(t),~(t)), obtained by the gauge transformation (1.10), is a curve of VG@a; 4) , which satisfy the constraint equation (1.6).
In order to describe the boundary conditions we introduce the following notation. For every vector field X on M, we denote by nX and tX the normal and the tangential component of X on 8M, respectively. For the spinor fields we set (1.12) where nk is the k-component of the outward pointing unit normal vector of 8M in IR 3.
The boundary conditions considered here consist of specifying t( curl A), f(W) and f('DW), where 'D is the Dirac operator (1.2). The existence and uniqueness result of [2] . This implies that the choice of boundary eonditions (1.17) is eonsistent, provided eondition (1.14) is satisfied. Our result gives a eomplete (loeal in time) eharacterisation of solutions of the Yang-Mills and Dirae equations (1.3) through (1.6) in the spaee P speeified in (1.8).
In [2] we used the theory of Lipsehitz perturbat1ions of strongly continuous semigroups to obtain the existenee and uniqueness theorems for the evolution equations under the homogeneous boundary eonditions nE=O, nA=O , teurlA=O , rw=o , rDw=o.
(1.19)
In the present paper we observe that our gauge eondlition enables us to drop the restrietions on nA and nEo Moreover, using the result of [4] allows for less regular perturbations and makes it possible to eonsider also inhomogeneous bbundary eonditions. It should be noted that the invariant subspaee determined by the bouhdary eonditions (1.19) is eontained in a bigger invariant subspaee characterized the extra conditions nA = 0 and nE = 0 on the boundary. The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in section2. In section 3 we study the influenee of the boundary conditions imposed by Theorem 12 and the linearized Cauchy problem corresponding to (1.3) through (1.5). In seetion 4 we state a generalization of Segal's theorem on non-linear semigroups in the singular case, cf. [4] . This implies the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.
The proof of this result, as weH as some arguments in the context of Theorem 2 rely on a special version of the Helmholtz decomposition. The foHowing has been shown in [5] :
The scalar function 8v is unique up to a constant, which can be chosen so that JM 8Vd3X = O. The boundary condition on Wv implies that nyT = O. The maps
are continuous projections, and
Applying the decomposition (2.1) to the field E, determines a function BE such that where
.
I
This proves that 9 (., A 0 , E) is (locally) Lipschitz. Therefore the Picard proof on the existence and uniqueness of solutions of initial value pr~blems, cf. [6] ' applies to the case under consideration. This proves that there exists T > 0 kuch that the gauge fixing (2.4) can be achieved by a gauge transformation
15) provided that the fields (AO(t), A(t), E(t), w(t)) are of Sobolev dass H3(M,0))
and satisfy the constraint equation (1.6). The continuity of the gauge transformation (1.10) then follows from the standard estimates.
This proves Theorem 1.
Boundary conditions and linearisation.
Let A(t) be a differentiable curve in H 1j 2(ßM,0) ).
Then there exists a differentiable curve a(t) E H
2 (ßM, 0)) of solutions of the boundary value problem 
6.a(t) = 0 and t(curla(t))
This is a direct consequence of the solvability of a Neumann problem for vector fields on a simply connected domain M, [5] . As far as boundary data for the Dirac field are concerned we observe that a spinor field p on ßM can be in the range of the boundary operator r~(Id -i,knk)wl8M only if
Hence (1.14) give necessary conditions on the existence on an extension far the boundary 
data (M, v). By me ans of the trace theorem [7] for each differentiable curve (M( t), v( t)) in

H3 j 2(ßM, VaQ9(E4) x H 1j 2(ßM, VaQ9(E4) there exist respective extensions 'lh(t) and 'l/J2(t) in
) an extension 'l/J(t) in H 2 (M, Va Q9(E4) such that r('l/J(t)) = M(t) and r(D'l/J(t)) = v(t) . (3.4)
With the fields a and 'l/J, constructed above, as a background we consider the £leIds 
ßtE T = -1l"T(curIB) -1l"T([(.4+ a)x,B] + [AO,E] + J) .
The Hodge decomposition implies that curl (curL4) = 7T"T(.6.A?). Moreover .6.a = 0, and
The gauge fixing of Theorem 1 implies that EL = -grad A o . Linearising the equations (3.6) and (1.5) in such a way that we also do not consider the affine contributions from the background fields (a, 'ljJ) we obtain three uncoupled linear systems:
In [1] and [2] we have shown the following : The operator T with domaiñ
is the infinitesimal generator of a one-parameter group of continuous transformations in the Hilbert space Using the results on the linearized dynamics given above, the coupled non-linear system can be tackled by using the following generalisltion, iii) The following derivative K :
is locally Lipschitz with respect to the norm
Then, for every initial condition (V1(0), V2(0)) E BI X D(S) there exists a maximal
T > 0 such that the differential equation In view of the equations (3.6), (3.7) and (1.5) the components Jt of the matter current read
U sing these notations, the differential IC1((Al, , E L LAT, E T , ;j'i») of :F2 is the sum of the following terms
. (4.24) :
~L L~T L~T T )
SlmI1arlywehaveforK2((A,E ),(A ,E ,w),(a"E ,ep) :(K 2 )A = -7fT ([A O , a T ]) (K 2 )E = -7fT (2 cur1[a T x, (A + a)] + [aT x, B] + [(A + a)x, 82B]) _ 7fT ([A O , E T ] + 8 2 J) (K 2 h = -)'O)'kar~-)'o)'k(A k + ak)ep -AOep
II(KdE((A L , E L ), (AT, E T ,~)) -(K1)A((A L , E L ), (AT, E T ,~)) IIL2
::; Clll ((AL, E L ), (AT, E T ,~)) -((AL, E L ), (A rr , E T ,~)) 1111.
The estimates for (K1)w ean be performed in the same way so that we end up with the loeal Lipsehitz estimate
IIIKI ((AL, E L ), (AT, E T ,~)) -K1 ((AL, E L ), (ATI ' E T ,~)) IIIB
(4 25) :S CIII((AL,E L ), (AT,E T ,~)) r ((AL,E L ), (AT,E T ,~))1I11
. . where ever it appears. Doing so, we end up with (4.27) :
IIK 2 ((AL, E L ), (AT, E T ,~), (a, E, 1/J)) -K2 ((AL, E L ), (AT, E T ,~)((i, z,;j;)) IIB 2 L L~T T~-L -L -T -T -__ -
S CIII((A ,E ),(A ,E ,w)(a,E,1/J)) -((A ,IE ),(A ,E ,'lJ))(a,E,1/J))1111
Together with the properties (A)-(C), stated~bove, this proves that the nonlinearity of the theory given by (4.7) all the prerequests of Theorem 5.
This proves part a) of Theorem 2.
I
The proof of part b) of Theorem 2, stating that the eonstraint equation is preserved under the classical dynamics is given in [2] . The atgument literally applies to the ease of inhomogeneous boundary eonditions.
